¡ BECOME

TEMPORAL ASSOCIATED!

Concept of Associated
Any person who, upon application and acceptance of it by the executive committee under the
conditions outlined below, he joins the club and pays the only fee determined in the annual
general meeting.

Terms
1. - be gained associate status when requested by the applicant, by completing the membership
form, providing additional documentation, and it is approved by the committee.
2.-The temporal associated acquires the same rights and obligations of the regular member,
with the exception of points 1 and 10 of Article 15 of the statutes.
3. - The number of temporal associated is unlimited season, however, may suspend the
admission of new members for reasons of capacity of the facilities or other reasons of general
interest.
4. - This condition must be hold for three years with permanence commitment. The annual fee
will be the one approved for that year, an only annual payment, paid in advance. After the third
year, the associated will become full member with the corresponding social fee.
5. - Being an employee of this club and a temporal associated will not be compatible.
6. - Temporary mooring point: As a temporal associated you can apply for a mooring point
for the duration of your membership, as far as no regular members are interested in it or there is
a waiting list. It will be required to pay in addition for the assignment of the mooring and the rent,
which is paid in quarter terms. If you drop, you forfeit the assigned mooring, non-refundable fee.
If you become regular member, you will keep the mooring, because of having paid the fee for
the assignment.
7.- Drop: Would cause unsusbcription for the reasons set in article 13 of Estatutes, point 1,
sections A), B), C) and D), losing associated status, being obliged to pay the penalty of € 300
per year of non-commitment to stay, with no right to claim any reimbursement of paid or due
fees, in whole or in part.
8.- In the event that the award of the tender of the administrative concession occurred in the
course of time while the associated condition is hold, you will be obliged to pay the fees that are
incurred for such event.
If you want to unsubscribe for this reason and do not want to continue being associated, you will
not be penalized as discussed above.

Sgd.: Executive Committee

